Topic: Football FrenEnglish outcomes


Instructions on
how to kick a

Looking at objects from the



time and explaining what

football properly.



the Wizard by An-

Giving examples of things



that were different when

my grandparents were children by looking at how

French

Children’s input:
- Children will have a say

A trip to Soccer Kings
(Clough Road) to learn



this topic, whether this be

Launch



Children to come in



Relationships (will
only be covering



Designing and making their





Plants: To name, identi-

Art


Using a range of materials

fy and describe the

(fabric) to create their own

basic structure of a va-

football flag. (linked into D

riety of common flowering plants including
trees.

& T)



Sketching

techniques linked

rections on a compass



Typing and sending an e-mail

and using these to



Using the camera app effectively.

find countries involved



Using a website safely /and knowing what to do if I see something
inappropriate online. (E-Safety)

Naming the waters surMusic


Charanga.

Starbooks/Tigers Trust/
Debate


Landing



Should of the European Champion-

Y1 and Y2 to decide this—

ships still gone

possible a football carnival

ahead?

Half term afternoon activity



PE

.N/A as this will be the land-

ing event.

own football programs to sell

Science

Creating/retrieving digital content.

Community links

Jigsaw




Knowing the four di-

rounding the U.K. and the

dressed in their favourite

Enterprise

Computing

in Euro 2020.

Visitors and Visits

on the landing event in
a football festival or KS1



they were used for.

Beginning, middle
and end of Willy

Geography

History



Design & Technology



Looking at different

countries

flags used in football.



Designing their own flags.



Learning hot to cut materials
and different sewing techniques (cross and running

Tennis

RE



Understanding what worship is and
where it takes place.



Naming artefacts within a chruch .



Role of a vicar/priest.

